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Abstract 

This article measures and evaluates the visibility of women in Australian graphic 

design, through their presence and experiences in the AGDA (Australian Graphic 

Design Association) Awards. Positioning gender equity as a critical value in the 

graphic design industry, it also establishes the AGDA Awards as an integral way for 

designers to gain this visibility as authors of their work. This paper hypothesises that 

women have low visibility, in comparison to men, and that actions can be taken to 

remedy this gendered anonymity. Through collating the gender of every winner and 

juror in the AGDA Awards, this research demonstrates that levels of gender equity in 

the industry can be evaluated objectively. Similarly, it shows that identifying issues 

impacting the visibility of women on award platforms, felt by women in established 

design careers, can provide insights that lead to improving gender equity in the 

industry. Building on methodologies inspired by Marie Neurath’s contribution to the 

‘Isotype Transformer’ process, this research analyzes, selects, orders and makes 

visible the AGDA Award data set. The findings that surface during this process, 

conclusively show that women are – on average and consistently – only 25 per cent 

of winners and judges in the AGDA Awards. However, through an evaluation of these 
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shortfalls alongside the inclusion of interviews with women, deemed significant 

contributors to Australian graphic design by their peers, findings show how equitable 

visibility can be achieved through a series of measured and purposeful initiatives. 
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Anonymity: measuring the visibility of women in design awards  

 

This paper will discuss insights gained while creating the Anonymity Poster 

Exhibition [Figure 1] – a visual means to measure and evaluate the visibility of 

women in the Australian graphic design industry through their presence in the AGDA 

Awards (originally the Australian Graphic Design Association). Within this article I 

argue that award processes can work towards gender equitable visibility in the 

design industry. 

 

 

Figure 1. Anonymity Poster Exhibition, created to measure the visibility of  

women in the AGDA Awards. Photography: Rikki Paul Bunder. 

 

AGDA was founded in June of 1988 and acts as a representative for the community 

of graphic designers within Australia. It had over 2,600 members in 2016, but 

throughout its history it has come under scrutiny for excluding women and was 

subsequently critiqued as a ‘boys club’ by leading Australian design academics Yoko 

Akama and Carolyn Barnes. Akama and Barnes cited the AGDA website in 2008 
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writing, ‘Historically, AGDA has conveyed the impression of being a “Boy’s Club”, 

with Anglo-European, mid-career men holding most positions at national and state 

level’ (Akama & Barnes, 2009). 

However, AGDA is now taking conscientious action to change this perception. In 

2014, it rebranded with a new identity designed to represent its inclusivity. Mike 

Rigby, the Executive Creative Director of Interbrand Australia (the creators of the 

new brand) said, ‘AGDA is the “connecting force” that unites our industry. It 

celebrates the things that make us different and the things that pull us together. The 

perfect balance, between unity, and diversity. The logo connects at either end, 

representing a chain-link of the industry coming together’ (Armin, 2014). Women are 

also being elected into positions of power. In 2016, Liz Grant, owner and creative 

director of Designgrant for 18 years, was elected into the office of National President 

joining a board, head office and eight regional and state councils where women 

represented 44 per cent of the positions (AGDA, 2016). 

 

My ambition throughout this project is to identify where women were less visible 

within the AGDA Awards and show how achievements by female graphic designers 

can be broadly recognised and celebrated within a system where they have 

previously been obscured.  

 

 

Data collection and methodology 

 

The AGDA National Biennial Award compendiums (now annual since 2014 and 

simply called the AGDA Awards) have become an archive of imagery, studio names, 

industry roles and, most significantly to this research, a list of individuals who have 

been identified by their peers as doing important work. The publications provide the 

ideal starting point for measuring the visibility of women in Australian graphic design. 

Copies of all the officially published books and websites that displayed the AGDA 

Award winners were collected, collated and tabulated under the titles: Judge’s 

Choice, Finalist, Commendation, Distinction and Pinnacle.1 A gender was then 

assigned to each winner’s name – being ‘female’, ‘male’ or ‘other or unknown’. When 

a name was gender neutral, Google and LinkedIn were consulted to research how 

the winner identified themselves through the use of pronouns and portraits. The 

category of ‘other or unknown’ was used to represent winners whose gender 

remained undefined or contrary to binary classification (Marecek et al, 1993). 
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The methodology used to create a visual analysis of this data, in the Anonymity 

Poster Exhibition, drew on the work of Marie Neurath (nee. Reidemeister). Neurath 

collaborated with Otto Neurath, her husband and social scientist, and Gerd Arntz, an 

artist, to develop the notion of the ‘Isotype Transformer’ in the 1920s – a process of 

designing information graphics through the four steps of ‘analysing, selecting, 

ordering and then making visible’ (Neurath & Kinross, 2009). The posters created 

from this analysis, sought to pay homage to Neurath’s contributions to the design of 

information graphics at a time when her presence as a woman in a middleclass 

‘profession’ was outside the norm. 

 

 

An analysis of the statistical findings 

 

With Neurath’s contribution established, the information collected in the AGDA 

Awards data set was thoroughly analysed – the first step of Neurath’s ‘Isotype 

Transformer’ process. With the awarded categories chosen, I sought to distil the 

many names given to graphic designers as a verb rather than a noun. Vilém Fusser, 

a philosopher who wrote extensively on symbolic language, explored the derivative 

nature of the word design and looked at the verb version to mean, amongst other 

things: ‘to concoct something’ and ‘to fashion something’ (Flusser, 2007). With this in 

mind, the categories were distilled even further to those of ‘thinkers’ and ‘doers’, in 

order to clearly define the role of a graphic designer as an author and an individual 

within a collaborative process.2  

By simply breaking this data into gendered categories it was then obvious that 

women, in every year of the AGDA Awards, represented on average only 25 per cent 

of winners [Figure 2]. This pattern in the data was consistent over the three decades 

it covered and showed no indications of increase in the current climate, becoming a 

clear indicator of the low visibility of women in the professional Australian graphic 

design industry. In comparison, the gendered data of people entering the awards 

was not available over the time surveyed however, CEO and Director of AGDA, Nic 

Eldridge, contacted me to share that the gendered split of membership in 2016, 

which was 60:40 in favour of women. He clarified that only half of the membership 

base had specified their gender on their membership records and suggested that the 

awards should have a healthy number of female entrants. The data also revealed 

that the only instances where women outnumbered men in the awards data, was as 
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judges in 1996 and as finished artists in 2004. In general, this data set becomes 

indicative of broader gender focused issues surrounding the visibility of women in 

Australian graphic design and hints at improvements that could make the AGDA 

Awards more inclusive. 

 

Figure 2. Tally of winners and jurors in the AGDA Awards by gender. 
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Gender equitable juries 

In 1996, the predominantly female AGDA Award jury awarded an equal 50/50 split to 

both female and male creative directors, whereas every other year when male judges 

outnumbered women, there were more male winners in every category. This simple 

correlation has also been found to exist in research into awards for science (Holmes 

et al, 2011), as has studies into the implicit bias amongst judges in the American 

criminal justice system (Rachlinski et al, 2009) and reviews of job applicants via 

curricula vitae (Steinpreis et al. 1999).  

 

Iris Bohnet, behavioural economist at Harvard Kennedy School, has highlighted this 

complex situation, by citing more instances of implicit bias in hiring practices in 

STEMM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, Medicine) fields; in the 

appointment of women lawyers into senior positions; and in the performance scores 

in the US military. Bohnet claims, simply and emphatically, that ‘unconscious bias is 

everywhere’ (Bohnet, 2016). Her research also demonstrates that change can 

happen through behavioural design, pinpointing that it is possible to, ‘change 

behaviour by changing environments rather than mindsets’ (Bohnet, 2016). Looking 

to past winners of the AGDA Awards as appropriate judges – including the list of 789 

women collated in this research [Figure 3] – should involve the whole design 

community to ensuring inclusive processes are adopted more readily (Frey et al, 

2004).3  

       

Figure 3. Anonymity poster (left) and detail (right) listing the name of every women  

who have won or served on the jury of the AGDA Awards. 
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I asked Annette Harcus, who established Harcus Design in Sydney in 1982, 

Rosanna Di Risio, who has been the creative director of ERD in Melbourne for 16 

years and Dianna Wells, who has run Dianna Wells Design since 1996, about their 

involvement in awards platforms and how this has affected the visibility of women. 

Both of these women are respected by their peers as contributing significantly to the 

Australian graphic design community and all have been invited to judge the AGDA 

Awards – Harcus in 1994 and 1996, Di Risio in 2006 and 2016 and Wells in 2008.4 

Their attitudes and participation in this role, highlighted the need to involve women 

and men in equal numbers – both as judges and entrants – to counteract tokenism, 

to reflect a greater breadth of priorities driving designers and to lessen the 

intimidation felt by women in the system.  

 

Harcus’ comments indicated that she felt her participation as a juror was ‘slighty 

token’ (Connory, 2016d). She was the only woman on a panel of nine judges in 1994 

but in the next biennale, she became part of the only jury where women out-

numbered men in 1996. This was the year that Dianne Day, Jennifer Prosser, 

Annabel Shears Carter, Myrium Kin-Yee and Lynda Warner all joined her. However, 

in the following years this trend was reversed and the average presence of women 

on judging panels returned to only 33 per cent. As male judges re-established their 

dominant numbers, Harcus, with 35 years of experience running her own design 

studio, was disappointed not to be invited to take part again.5 

 

Rosabeth Moss Kanter, a professor at the Harvard Business School who specialises 

in strategy, innovation and leadership for change, says that successful efforts to 

combat tokenism in the corporate environment are similar to ways of eliminating 

unconscious bias – that is through environments rather than through solitary efforts. 

Her studies revealed that women in token (or minority) positions are often 

disadvantaged in male-dominated environments and that if they increased their 

visibility by doing too well, then further opportunities were often denied – an event 

mirrored in Harcus’ experience. However, her research also supports the notion that 

larger, consistent and absolute numbers of women are needed in such contexts to 

stop women functioning as a ‘numerical rarity’ and for ‘supportive alliances to 

develop’ (Kanter, 1993). This argument concludes that the more women involved in 

AGDA Award juries, the more this equity will continue and foster an environment 

where women feel supported to remain and fully engage. 
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Validating and connecting jurors 

 

It has been stated by Eldridge, however, that AGDA often struggles to have women 

accept invitations to be a part of their jury. He explained that in 2016 ‘we asked 13 

women and got 8 acceptances (5 knock backs) [and] we asked 18 men and got 17 

acceptances (1 knock back)’ (Eldridge, 2016). This demonstrated that AGDA are 

making efforts to have equal numbers of women and men on its juries but also 

identifies that hurdles to this goal lie beyond simply asking women to be involved. 

During my interview with Wells, she revealed the story of how she came to be a juror 

which offers some insight into these obstacles. Invited to be a part of the 2008 jury, 

Wells hesitantly accepted, wondering the whole time, ‘What have I got to contribute?’ 

(Connory, 2016e). She commented on her lack of confidence early in her design 

career, saying she felt like a ‘fraud’ because her qualification was in fine art rather 

than graphic design.  

 

This despite a productive early career managing the collaborative studio Another 

Planet Posters, where she produced screen printed political posters that have since 

been hung in the Don’t be too Polite: Posters and Activism exhibition at the Ian Potter 

Gallery in Melbourne University, in 2016 (Connory, 2016e). Wells went on to say 

that, in retrospect, she valued the experience because of the way she drew a new 

sense of confidence through collaborations with other women on the panel. This 

included working with Rita Siow, the general manager of AGDA at the time, and 

Amanda Roach who took the time to be ‘very respectful of everybody’s contributions’ 

(Connory, 2016e). Having other visible female jurors and encouraging collaborations 

kept Wells comfortable in a role that she forced herself to be a part of – even though 

she doubted her abilities.  

 

Ahead of her time, Wells was demonstrating the advice of Sheryl Sandberg, CEO of 

Faceboook, which was delivered five years later in ‘Lean In’, a book that advocates 

for women taking complete responsibility for achieving equality rather than calling for 

societal change (Sandberg, 2013). However, the trepidation Wells expressed about 

her own ability to do the job is something else Sandberg writes about, saying, ‘We 

lower our own expectations of what we can achieve’ but persists in explaining that 

with more women achieving positions of power, more will follow (Sandberg, 2013). 

Research showing that women feel more confident and accomplish more in small 

groups, is also cited by Sandberg’s online Lean In initiative (Dasgupta et al, 2015; 

Colarelli et al, 2006). The solution here for AGDA, lies in two tactics: the first is 
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assisting a woman’s ability to ‘lean in’ by qualifying the merits of her career and 

specifying the reasons why she was invited to take part – counteracting the internal 

criticism. The second is to put female jurors in touch with each other, in order to offer 

support and step outside their comfort zones in their newly assigned duties. 

Combined, these two actions could result in more women saying ‘yes’ to juror 

positions.  

 

 

Having clients in mind 

 

Di Risio also commented on women’s representation as entrants, as opposed to 

jurors, in the AGDA Awards from a position of experience. She expressed her 

thoughts about the relevance to individual careers saying, ‘It's not very cryptic. I think 

women generally don't care about the accolades’ (Connory, 2016c) – a statement 

that leads to the question, ‘What is important to women designers?’ Two other 

women, who are both designers and studio owners in Australia, gave insight into 

these priorities. Suzy Tuxen, founder of the studio A Friend of Mine which she has 

been operating since 2009, deflected her personal importance to that of her studio’s 

work. She states, ‘I would prefer that our work speak for itself rather than have a list 

of accolades and laurels’ (Connory, 2016b). Simone Elder, co-founder of Ortolan, a 

strategic design studio in Melbourne, focused on the importance of her client’s 

priorities rather than her own, by stating, ‘I feel like studios can also design with 

design in mind, whereas I think we design more with clients in mind’ (Connory, 

2016a). These quotes, which indicated a lack of interest in personal gratification by 

women, pointed to the appointment of clients to the jury – or those who employ the 

services of graphic designers rather than simply other designers – as something that 

would appeal to a broader part of the design community and possibly result in a more 

gender equitable tally of winners.  

 

In considering the overarching concern for design quality over award accolades, 

reflected in Di Risio, Tuxen and Elder’s statements, does not assume all women 

designers think and feel the same but seeks to take the commonalities spoken by the 

interviewed women – of different ages and cultural heritages – and use them to 

directly address gender bias in Australian graphic design. Carol Gilligan, feminist 

author and professor with the School of Law at New York University, has concluded 

that ignoring women’s accounts creates an encumbered view of the sexes and that 
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through listening to different voices and the interplay of dialogues, you can find the 

significance in their collective identity and representation (Gilligan, 2003).  

 

 

Clear criteria 

 

Devising ‘a clear set of criteria for the most-worthy awardees before committees 

meet’ as well as ‘checklists and structured evaluation forms for nominators (rubrics)’ 

was a strategy researched and implemented through the US National Science 

Foundation to remedy gender inequity in the honours awarded by science societies 

(Holmes et al, 2001). Many of the printed AGDA Award compendiums simply state 

that the judging process is based on the ‘Olympic model’ without giving specific 

details on what judges hold in high esteem when scoring the work (AGDA, 2012). A 

clearly communicated rubric, or ‘a coherent set of criteria’ can ensure a clear path to 

success and mastery (Brookhart, 2013; Kaplan & Owings, 2013; Brookhart, 2013; 

Holmes & Oakleaf, 2013).  

 

Eldridge confirmed that AGDA juries are briefed on a list of ‘specific criteria’ however 

these details were not revealed to designers during the Award’s call for entries – with 

the exception of the more recently added specialist categories such as Design 

Effectiveness and Design for Good (Eldridge, 2016). This oversight disadvantages 

entrants by hindering their strategic ability to align their choices with what the judges 

deem as noteworthy. It also minimises the recognition of the specific drivers – such 

as the importance of the client’s agenda – held in high esteem by women and 

previously stated by Di Risio, Tuxen and Elder, that make for successful and award 

worthy design work. 

 

 

Blind evaluations 

 

A factor that has been shown to eliminate unconscious biases and simultaneously 

increase gender parity in award winners is the implementation of blind evaluations. 

This has been an ongoing part of the AGDA judging process and was last stated as 

such in the final printed compendium in 2012, which claimed that ‘… anonymity of 

entrants and studios are maintained’ (AGDA, 2012). In fact, the emailed discussions 

with Eldridge, revealed that AGDA Award judges are asked to abide by a list of 

regulations to ensure the integrity of this system.  
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Research has shown the esteemed effectiveness and value in such a framework 

when attempting to achieve gender parity. Tropfest, the world’s largest short film 

festival that has been running in Australia for 25 years, implemented blind judging in 

2017 which resulted in half of their finalists being women (Tropfest Blog, 2017). A 

study at the University of Wisconsin in 1999, which reviewed unconscious bias in job 

application processes, alongside a comparable review conducted by Princeton 

University, and processes implemented by the Westpac Bank in Australia in 2016 all 

reveal the benefits of blind evaluations (Steinpreis et al, 1999; Moss-Racusin et al, 

2012; Le Marquand, 2016). Highlighting this positive aspect in the AGDA Awards is 

something they could promote more widely to encourage more women to enter and 

foster more confidence in their system. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This article was written to measure the visibility of women in Australian graphic 

design and hypothesised that women have a low level of visibility in the industry, in 

comparison to men. Quantifying this measure was deemed important because I 

believe gender inequity in Australian graphic design should be constantly monitored 

and addressed to ensure the equitable inclusion of women and to recognize the 

importance of their work. The principle findings revealed this hypothesis to be true 

and did so through a statistical analysis and visual communication of the data set of 

the winners and jurors in the AGDA Awards. The Anonymity Poster Exhibition 

showed that women had an average presence of only 25 per cent in the awards.  

 

Insights from this data combined with interviews from woman, who have contributed 

significantly to Australian graphic design, were drawn upon to develop a set of 

recommendations on how to improve the visibility of women in the AGDA Awards. 

These included: having equal numbers of both women and men as jurors, offering 

encouragement and support to the women invited to judge, inviting clients to be a 

part of juries, developing and promoting a list of judging criteria for each award along 

side the blind evaluation procedures as well as prioritising the clients’ benefit within 

these criteria. I suggest that the research and findings presented here are not 

isolated to Australia and the graphic design industry but, that further research could 

explore how these recommendations could make a positive impact on gender parity 

internationally and across all design disciplines. 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Notes 

 

 

1. The sources referenced to collate the data set used in the Anonymity Poster 

Exhibition include the: AUSTRALIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION. 1994. 

‘AGDA: 1994 Awards Book.’ AGDA; AUSTRALIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN 

ASSOCIATION. 1996. ‘Australian Graphic Design Association National Awards 

1996.’ Cammeray, N.S.W: Australian Graphic Design Association; AUSTRALIAN 

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION. 2000. ‘AGDA: 2000 Australian Graphic 

Design Association National Awards.’ Cammeray, N.S.W: AGDA; AUSTRALIAN 

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION. 2002. ‘Two Years on Design Is...: Sixth 

Australian Graphic Design Association National Awards Compendium 2002.’ 

Cammeray, N.S.W: Australian Graphic Design Association; AUSTRALIAN 

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION, AND AQUENT. 2004. ‘Australian Graphic 

Design Association National Awards 2004: Seventh Awards Compendium.’ 

Cammeray, N.S.W: Australian Graphic Design Association; AUSTRALIAN 

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION, AND WACOM. 2006. ‘Australian Graphic 

Design Association National Biennial Awards 2006: Eighth Awards 

Compendium.’ Cammeray, N.S.W: Australian Graphic Designs Association; 

AUSTRALIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION, AND WACOM. 2008. ‘AGDA 

Never Never: The 9th AGDA National Biennial Awards 2008 Compendium.’ 

Unley BC, South Australia: Australian Graphic Designs Association; 

AUSTRALIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION. 2010. ‘10th AGDA National 

Biennial Awards Compendium.’ Cammeray, N.S.W: AGDA; AUSTRALIAN 

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION. 2012. ‘Australian Design Biennale Awards 

2012.’ Unley BC, South Australia; AGDA. 2014. ‘AGDA Australian Design 

Biennale 2014. 2014.’ Available at: www.australiandesignbiennale.com/finalist 

(accessed 4 May 4 2016.); AGDA. 2015. ‘AGDA Design Awards 2015.’ 2015. 

Available at: awards2015.agda.com.au/finalist (accessed 4 May 2016). 

 

2. The exclusion of specialist categories – like like photography, sculpting, writing 

and styling and production categories like printers and paper suppliers – was 

decided upon because they were given other, more specialist, platforms to raise 

their visibility – like the Australian Professional Photography Awards, since 1976 

http://www.australiandesignbiennale.com/finalist
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and the National Print Awards, established in 1984. 

 

3. Below is the full list of women who have won and been on the jury of the AGDA 

Awards from 1994 to 2015 is included in this table. The 1992 and 1998 

documents listing the winners from the awards were no longer in circulation and 

were not available, at a public library nor through AGDA, to include in this data. 
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4. In 2016, I conducted an online survey, titled ‘Invisible: Women in Australian 

Graphic Design’ – asking stakeholders in the Australian graphic design industry 

to list women who had made significant contributions to the industry since 1960. 

142 women were named and 24 of the most mentioned women were 

approached to be interviewed and give ethical clearance to be involved in this 

research. This size of this data set was determined by logistical factors, including 

the time and budget available to conduct this research. 

 

5. It is interesting to note here that the CEO and Director of AGDA, Nic Eldridge, 

has confirmed to me that AGDA do not have an official policy or restrictions 

concerning the amount of times a juror can be a part of the awards, but that they 

do encourage breaks between jury duties. 
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